INTRODUCING VU COLLABORATE RUBRICS

INTRODUCTION

The VU Collaborate Rubrics tool enables you to create, edit and manage rubrics. Using the Rubrics tool you can:

- Mark your students – with results automatically updated in the Grades tool
- Fully customise your rubric to your required number of levels, criteria and marking values
- Copy rubrics between Spaces

WHAT IS A RUBRIC?

A rubric is a descriptive marking scheme developed by teachers, sometimes in consultation with students, to guide feedback about students’ learning in an assessment task.

Sample discussion rubric

1. Criteria

2. Levels

3. Points per level

4. Total points

![Sample discussion rubric](image)

Figure 1: Sample discussion rubric
FINDING RUBRICS
You can access the Rubrics tool from the Assessments menu in the navbar.

FEATURES

1. Create a New Rubric
2. A list of rubrics you have already created
3. Dropdown actions to edit the rubric properties, levels and criteria, copy, delete and more
4. Displays the types of rubric: analytic or holistic (no points), the scoring method and status
5. Set status of the rubric to Draft, Published or Archived

FURTHER SUPPORT
Visit the Learning & Teaching website at http://learningandteaching.vu.edu.au/ for up to date information and resources on blended learning.

Contact ITS Service Desk on (03) 9919 2777 or via self service http://servicedesk.vu.edu.au for further technical support.